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Dr. Richard Bartlett 
Instructor

MINNEAPOLIS HOLO-SYNCHRONOUS ENERGETIC TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS JULY 21-23, 2018.  
THIS COURSE IS BEING OFFERED AS A COMPLETE THREE DAY SEMINAR 

THE HOLO-SYNCHRONOUS ENERGETIC TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS (HOLO-SETS) seminar is an 
opportunity to explore Dr. Richard Bartlett’s further teachings of Master Energy Dynamics (M.E.D.) + 
Master Harmonic Resonance Technology (MHRT). This comprehensive course format embodies over 
25 years of Dr. Richard Bartlett’s knowledge and the knowledge of his master teachers. The Holo-
SETS course may be taken by anyone regardless of the level of medical or healing training.

Please Note: Master Energy Dynamics (M.E.D.) and Holo-Synchronous Energetic Technology Systems 
(Holo-SETS), while taught by Dr. Richard Bartlett, developer of Matrix Energetics®, is not the seminar 
experience of Matrix Energetics®. 

Holo-Synchronous Energetic Technology Systems

Presented by the Institute for  
Harmonic Resonance Technology

Holo-Synchronous Energetic 
Technology Systems  
(Holo-SETS) Seminar 

 
Where:
Crowne Plaza AiRE-MSP Airport - Mall of America
3 Appletree Square
Bloomington, MN 55425
 
 
 
 
 
There is no prerequisite for the Holo-Synchronous  
Energetic Technology Systems* Seminar. This course 
qualifies toward ME PC certification and maintenance. 

Current Tuition Information: 
Take advantage of early  
bird tuition through 6/29/18! 
 
Saturday-Monday
Early Bird Tuition: $650
Tuition After 6/29/18: $700 
 
Holo-SETS Repeat Attendee 
Special Tuition Rate: $550 

Minneapolis, MN
July 21-23, 2018

 Register Now

https://www.i-hrt.com/event-detail.php?id=231
https://www.i-hrt.com/event-detail.php?id=231
https://www.i-hrt.com/event-detail.php?id=231


This M.E.D. course is a system for working in-depth with the physiology, biochemistry, and energetic 
patterns of the body in the fight or flight stress response and working in the process of correcting 
conditions and patterns. Holo-SETS allows us to go deep into the path of the functional adaptations 
to stress-related and/or disease conditions of the body with an easy to access format. Learn to go 
through the reflexes and patterns that are involved in M.E.D. and then access specifically created 
Modules that work with the pathways and energies of diseased conditions. 

M.E.D. TECHNOLOGY explores physiological, biochemical and energetic reactions to the stress 
adaptation response and teaches the body’s holographic systems to move out of those reactions and 
create a new, healthy, and vital state of being.

• Dr. Bartlett developed and practiced the M.E.D. system successfully before he  
 created Matrix Energetics. He considers M.E.D. so highly effective that he continues  
 to utilize it today.
• Examine how, why, and what the body does when it moves into stress response.
• Learn how M.E.D. provides the holographic body a new functional strategy for  
 more effective and creative life choices.
• Learn how M.E.D. can address many condition and problems inherent within  
 the holographic body system.
• No Prerequisite is required to attend this seminar. No particular background or  
 experience or expertise is required.

Unfold new skillsets, deepen your understanding and ability to interact with the holographic templates 
of the body’s structures and functions. Learn how to engage with precise energetic patterns and then 
deliver specific corrections to the holographic body systems in order to access the pathways of the 
fight or flight stress response. Teach the body how to ‘see’ its patterns of biochemical, functional, and 
structural adaptations to the stress response and thus be able, with a little help, to heal itself!
 
MASTER HARMONIC RESONANCE TECHNOLOGY (MHRT) was developed by Dr. Richard Bartlett 
in a download that he received intuitively from creative intelligence, or source. This protocol is a com-
plete system of healing designed to clear deep-seated energetic imbalances and harmonic interfer-
ence patterns from the body’s energy field, clearing the way for a more complete healing to occur. 

The entire protocol is taught utilizing a combination of lecture, Power Point, demonstration, and guid-
ed practice interaction for each part of the protocol. This step-by-step procedure is driven by muscle 
testing and other energetic investigative methodologies and utilizes proprietary consciousness tech-
nology developed by Dr. Bartlett. Our MHRT course is an advanced system of Modules that are con-
figured to work on specific health conditions and patterns.

MHRT synthesizes a complete procedural system for energetic correction of patterns of dis-organized 
function into a comprehensive approach. This protocol works on family, friends, and animals and is 
an excellent method that can be applied for self-healing. It also works very well as a Premier Distance 
Healing Methodology using a surrogate, such as an acupuncture model.
 
Selected Holo-SETS Student Feedback 
“Richard Bartlett’s Holo-SETS seminar far exceeded my expectations, both from what I personally 
experienced at the course and the clinical applications it had for my patients the very next day at 
work.  It gave ways to follow the body’s systems, from the body’s own innate perspective, in a unique 
way that helped to uncover patterns for treatment and ways to treat a patient that may not have been 
uncovered otherwise.  I look forward to taking more courses with Dr Bartlett.”   
~Jonathan Mackoff, D.C. 
 
“Richard’s methods have changed my perception of reality. Being a seasoned healthcare profession-
al, I was quite skeptical but learned that sometimes when you open your mind and heart our percep-
tion is the only limitation. I highly recommend this hands on seminar. The materials given are equiva-
lent to a semester long course. My favorite part was when I was called on stage for a demonstration. 
When he made his adjustments, I was able to breathe better than I ever have. It was so awesome to 
be able to make my own adjustments and see that truly anyone can do this!”   
~Bhairvi Patel

Upon completion of attendance and participation in this workshop students will receive a certificate of 
completion. This course qualifies toward ME PC certification and maintenance. For complete ME PC 
maintenance requirements please see: http://www.matrixenergetics.com/Practitioners.aspx  
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Holo-Synchronous Energetic Technology Systems

Questions? Email us at: info@i-hrt.com or call: 1-800-368-0973

WHERE: 
Crowne Plaza AiRE-MSP Airport - Mall of America
3 Appletree Square
Bloomington, MN 55425

SCHEDULE:
Saturday: 9:00 am - 5:30 pm (Doors open at 8:30 am)
Sunday: 9:00 am - 5:30 pm
Monday: 9:00 am - 5:30 pm

We ask everyone to wear pants. Please refrain from using perfumes and scented soaps.

Sign-in registration, manuals, and badges will be handed out Saturday morning starting at 8:30 am. 
Seminar name badge required at all times. 
 
 
HOTEL INFORMATION:
Crowne Plaza AiRE-MSP Airport - Mall of America
3 Appletree Square
Bloomington, MN 55425
800-227-6963 
www.crowneplazaaire.com/
 
I-HRT Group Rate 
$119.00 per night
Please contact hotel for Tax & Occupancy Rates
 
Complimentary Airport Shuttle Service & Internet
Complimentary Parking

Cut Off Date 
Group rate available through June 29, 2018 OR EARLIER if block fills.  
Group rate subject to change and hotel availability after cut off date

Reservation Method
800-227-6963 – Reservations 
Group Code: IHRT - MED Minneapolis

LOCAL ATTRACTIONS:
Mall of America
Como Park Zoo & Conservatory
Children’s Museum
Science Museum

Complete list & links at: 
http://www.crowneplazaaire.com/things-to-do.html

 Register Now
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Holo-Synchronous Energetic Technology Systems

ABOUT THE INSTRUCTOR

Dr. Richard Bartlett, D.C., N.D. 
Developer of Matrix Energetics, Master Energy Dynamics 
and Holo-Synchronous Energetic Technology Systems

Dr. Richard Bartlett 
Instructor

Richard Bartlett, D.C., N.D., holds a doctorate in chiropractic from Parker Chiro-
practic College and a degree in naturopathic medicine from Bastyr University of 
Naturopathic Medicine. Dr. Bartlett has been teaching transformational seminars 
around the world to thousands of participants since 2003.

Dr. Bartlett decided to attend chiropractic school after meeting Dr. Jacque Rowe, 
an inspiring and unique chiropractor. While Dr. Bartlett was attending chiropractic 
school his second child was born with bronchitis and asthma and battled fre-
quent bouts of pneumonia. Dr. Bartlett decided he would have to find the answer 
himself and embarked on a path of self-study, eventually learning and practicing 
more than 30 different healing systems. In the course of his studies, Dr. Bartlett 
learned TBM as taught by Dr. Victor Frank, a chiropractor. His son responded to 
this system and was healed. 

After graduating from Parker Chiropractic College in 1987, Dr. Bartlett moved to Montana where he maintained 
a busy practice until 1996. Desiring to expand his practice scope in order to better serve his patient base and 
the increasingly complex clinical cases he was seeing, Dr. Bartlett decided to attend naturopathic school. His 
degree in naturopathic medicine was completed in December of 2000.

In 1996, Dr. Bartlett’s life took a new and surprising turn. While attending Bastyr University of Naturopathic 
Medicine and working full time as a chiropractor, he experienced a life changing event which redirected the 
entire course of his clinical experience. Call it a mystical occurrence, a spiritual vision, outright hallucination, or 
as Dr. Jim Parker called it; the experience of being ‘naturally right’, suddenly the act of lightly touching a patient 
with focused intent created dramatic, often startling changes. Bones would re-align themselves, chronic pain 
patterns would disappear, often with only one brief session; scoliosis curvatures would re-align right before his 
eyes.

As time went on this phenomenon seemed to grow stronger, sometimes each week revealing new and marvel-
ous outcomes. Chronic conditions began to change even though they were often not even a conscious focus 
for the treatment. In addition, people began to report that their emotional states, belief patterns, their very lives 
were mysteriously being transformed. Better yet, these changes appeared to continue over time. His practice, 
always emotionally satisfying; became a profound, and deeply moving day to day experience.

The biggest surprise was yet to come. Much to his astonishment he was able to teach his practice partner, Dr. 
Dunn, how to duplicate his results proving that this ability was not just some special gift, but rather a readily 
teachable system that in a weekend seminar could be learned and the results duplicated by the healing profes-
sional and lay person alike. 

Dr. Bartlett has been teaching transformational seminars around the world to thousands of participants since 
1992 and the feedback is even better than he had hoped for. These paradigms utilize the principles and sci-
ences of Subtle Energy and Quantum Physics, coupled with the incredible power of active imagination and 
focused intent to produce physically verifiable effects that often defy rational explanation. Miracles happen 
every day. Matrix Energetics, Master Energy Dynamics, and Holo-Synchronous Energetic Technology Systems 
provide the technology and scientific framework to allow for their everyday occurrence.

Dr. Bartlett is the author of the award-winning Matrix Energetics: The Science and Art of Transformation, The 
Matrix Energetics Experience, The Physics of Miracles (with Melissa Joy Jonsson), and Into the Matrix (with 
Melissa Joy Jonsson).

 
More Information Dr. Richard Bartlett:
Affiliated websites: www.matrixenergetics.com, www.i-hrt.com
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